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Abstract: HIV-2 protease (PR2) is a homodimer, which is an important target in the treatment of the
HIV-2 infection. In this study, we developed an in silico protocol to analyze and characterize the
asymmetry of the unbound PR2 structure using three levels of protein description by comparing
the conformation, accessibility, and flexibility of each residue in the two PR2 chains. Our results
showed that 65% of PR2 residues have at least one of the three studied asymmetries (structural,
accessibility, or flexibility) with 10 positions presenting the three asymmetries in the same time.
In addition, we noted that structural and flexibility asymmetries are linked indicating that the
structural asymmetry of some positions result from their large flexibility. By comparing the structural
asymmetry of the crystallographic and energetically minimized structures of the unbound PR2,
we confirmed that the structural asymmetry of unbound PR2 is an intrinsic property of this protein
with an important role for the PR2 deformation upon ligand binding. This analysis also allowed
locating asymmetries corresponding to crystallization artefacts. This study provides insight that
will help to better understand the structural deformations of PR2 and to identify key positions for
ligand binding.

Keywords: protein asymmetry; HIV-2 structural asymmetry; residue accessibility; protein flexibility;
structural alphabet

1. Introduction

The human immunodeficiency virus of type 1 (HIV-1) and type 2 (HIV-2) are two etiological
causative agents of AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrome). HIV-1 is observed worldwide,
while HIV-2 is more restricted to West Africa and infects 1 to 3 million of people. The therapeutic
arsenal is developed for HIV-1 and targets various viral proteins: integrase, reverse transcriptase,
membrane fusion proteins, and protease (PR). However, a third of available drugs have no action
against HIV-2. Indeed, HIV-2 is naturally resistant to all non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors
and fusion inhibitors. It also demonstrated reduced susceptibility to PR inhibitors (PIs) [1–6]. Thus,
there is still a strong need today for developing new molecules specifically designed for HIV-2. To do
so, it is important to better characterize PR2 structural particularities, as this protein has not been as
deeply studied as HIV-1 protease (PR1).
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PR2 is an aspartic protease hydrolyzing the viral precursor polyproteins (Gag and the Gag-Pol)
during the maturation of viral particles. Like all aspartic proteases, PR2 contains the catalytic triplet
Asp-Thr-Gly. PR2 is a C2-symmetric homodimer with 99 residues in each monomer. The PR2 is capable
of recognizing diverse ligands, such as various non-homologous substrates and chemically dissimilar
inhibitors [7]. Substrates and inhibitors bind the PR2 at the interface of the two monomers. The binding
of these ligands, that are often asymmetric, induce large structural deformation corresponding to the
transition from a semi-open form, allowing the ligand entry, to a closed form, allowing the catalytic
action [7].

It has been previously shown that a dimer could modify the conformation of its side-chain or
main-chain atoms in one monomer to recognize diverse ligands, resulting in structural asymmetries
in the dimer. Those structural asymmetries, defined as differences in side-chain or backbone
conformations of residues in the two dimer chains, should play a role in the adaptive recognition
of ligands [8,9], in the differentiation of high and low-affinity binding sites [10], or of active from
non-active binding sites [11]. For example, it has been demonstrated that the binding of six substrates
on the HIV-1 protease breaks the target symmetry. This allows the PR2 to adapt its conformation to
recognize non-homologous substrates [12]. Moreover, the specificity of this target for its substrates
seems to link to the recognition of an asymmetric shape rather than the recognition of a particular
substrate amino-acid sequence [12,13]. The link between PR2 specificity for PIs and its structural
asymmetry is, to date, imperfectly characterized. Structural asymmetry has been previously detected
in PR2, particularly in the tail, elbow and flap regions [14–18]. In a recent work, we detected
structural asymmetry in the 18 available crystallographic structures of the PR2 dimer in complex
with diverse ligands [18]. We located positions having different backbone conformations between the
two chains in the 18 PR2 dimer structures using the HMM-SA structural alphabet (Hidden Markov
Model—Structural Alphabet) [19]. This analysis enabled us to distinguish the structural asymmetry
conserved across most PR2 dimers from the structural asymmetry specific to some complexes.
In addition, we located structural asymmetry linked to the PR2 flexibility or putatively induced
by ligand binding. This latter asymmetry allows the adaptation of PR2 binding site to bind diverse
ligands and thus is important for the recognition of various ligands.

In this study, we focused on deeper analysis of asymmetry of the unbound PR2, i.e., not complexed
with a ligand, by taking into account three levels of the characterization of PR2 structure: local
conformations, accessible surface area, and flexibility. Firstly, we analyzed the structural asymmetry
in the crystallographic structure of the unbound PR2 by detecting residues presenting different local
conformations using the HMM-SA-based approach that we previously developed [18]. Secondly,
we analyzed PR2 asymmetry by focusing on residue accessible surface area (ASA) that is used to
define surface exposed residues often crucial for interactions with other proteins and buried residues
contributing in the stability of the tertiary structure [20]. We detected residues having different ASA
values in the two PR2 chains to identify the PR2 accessibility asymmetry. Thirdly, we compared the
flexibility of each residue in both PR2 chains quantified by B-factor values [16,21] to highlight residues
exhibiting flexibility asymmetry. The potential links between these three asymmetries (conformational,
accessibility, and flexibility asymmetries) were then explored using a multivariate analysis method.
Subsequently, we detected asymmetric positions that could correspond to crystallization artefacts
resulting from crystal packing contacts [14,16,17]. This step consisted of crossing the detected structural
asymmetric positions with the packing crystal positions defined after generating PR2 symmetric mates.
Then, we compared the structural asymmetry detected in the original Protein Data Bank (PDB)
structure of the unbound PR2 with the one extracted from minimized structures of the unbound PR2
generated to eliminate non-biological relevant contacts [22]. Our results cannot only provide a precise
description of the structure of the unbound PR2 through its asymmetry, but also reveals insights about
its flexibility and mechanisms induced in ligand recognition. This information is crucial for designing
potent inhibitors of PR2.
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2. Results & Discussion

2.1. Localization of Asymmetry in the PR2 Structure

2.1.1. Structural Asymmetry in PR2

Using two approaches, we analyzed the structural asymmetry of the unbound PR2 structure,
i.e., the differences between its chain A and B conformations. Firstly, we compared the global
conformation of the two optimally superimposed chains of the unbound PR2 structure (PDB code:
1HSI) using the root mean square deviation computed between their carbons α (Cα-RMSD). The two
PR2 chains have a Cα-RMSD of 0.39 Å with larger deviations observed in the Nter region, the region
near residue 50, and the region near residue 39 (Figure 1). This agrees with structural asymmetry
previously detected in PR2 complexed with various ligands [14,16,17].

  Chain A Chain B

Superimposition Cα-RMSD 
=

 0.39 Å

1

2
3

Figure 1. Characterization of the global structural asymmetry of the PR2 dimer corresponding to the
PDB code 1HSI [23]. Protein is displayed in cartoon mode. Chains A and B are colored in magenta and
green, respectively. Rectangles highlight regions with larger deviations between both chains: region 1
corresponds to Nter region, region 2 corresponds to region near residue 39, and region 3 corresponds
to region near residue 50.

The unbound PR2 chains have a smaller Cα-RMSD than those of bound PR2, as it was evaluated at
0.53 Å with the same parameter for PR2 in complex with CGP 53820 (PDB code: 1HIH) [17]. However,
the large deviations observed between both unbound PR2 chains in the Nter region, the region near
residue 50, and region near residue 39 were all also observed in bound PR2 structures. This indicates
that, although the two chains of PR2 have the same sequence, they do not exhibit the same backbone
conformations even in an unbound conformation and this structural asymmetry is increased when the
PR2 is in complex with ligands.

Secondly, we detected structural asymmetric positions, i.e., positions exhibiting different
conformations in both chains using the HMM-SA-based method that we previously developed [18].
This method, presented in Figure 2, is based on the structural alphabet HMM-SA [19,24]. It compares
the local conformations of each residue in chains A and B after simplifying the 3D structures of the two
dimer chains into two sequences of structural letters, each structural letter describing the geometry
of a 4-Cα fragment. From these two structural-letter sequences, structural asymmetric positions
were located by identifying positions presenting different structural letters between chains A and B
(Figure 2). Among the 96 positions of the unbound PR2 where a structural letter was determined by
HMM-SA, 62 (65%) exhibit the same local conformation in the two PR2 chains, named noAsymStruct

positions. The remaining 34 positions have different local conformations in the two chains and are
herein named asymmetric positions and noted asymStruct. These asymStruct positions represent 35% of
the PR2 positions, confirming that the unbound PR2 presents backbone asymmetry. They are observed
in regular secondary structures as well as in loop regions. These asymStruct positions are located all
along the sequence, particularly in the elbow, flap, and cantilever regions (Figure 2). Several studies
have shown that the region near residue 50 (flap) presents the largest structural asymmetry in PR2
complexed with inhibitors [15,16]. In their study, Mulichak et al. (1993) suggested that structural
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asymmetry occurring at residues 42–53 is explained by ligand binding [14]. However, HMM-SA
detected structural asymmetry in 8 out of these 12 residues in the unbound PR2 (Figure 2). Thus,
the structural asymmetry of region 42–53 already exists in the unbound PR2 but could be modified
upon ligand binding.

  

>1HSI:A MLPEIYHSXKNLGFFQLXLXLPRGBQPILTTMUQPRJHESMKXMTMXU
>1HSI:B LMPOIYHSXKNLGFFSLXKNLPRGBQPILTTMUSMGRYEQLKXMNLTY

>1HSI:A FRJTKXMNNMUSLTTTUFSNXLXKXMMJJXPIPNMNYBZWVWADSTLN
>1HSI:B CIJMLXLNTMUSKNMXUFQNXLXKXMNJFSPILNMNYBZWAAADSTLN

Unbound PR2 structure

> 1HSI_A
MLPEIYHSXKNLGFFQLXLXLPR
GBQPILTTMUQPRJHESMKXMTMXU
FRJTKXMNNMUSLTTTUFSNXLXKX
MMJJXPIPNMNYBZWVWADSTLN

>1HSI:B
LMPOIYHSXKNLGFFSLXKNLPR
GBQPILTTMUSMGRYEQLKXMNLTY
CIJMLXLNTMUSKNMXUFQNXLXKX
MNJFSPILNMNYBZWAAADSTLN

1   HMM-SA encoding

2   Localization of structural asymmetric positions

Figure 2. Identification of local structural asymmetry in the unbound PR2 (PDB code: 1HSI [23])
using the HMM-SA-based approach. HMM-SA is a library of 27 prototypes of protein 4-Cα fragments,
named structural letters, classified according to their geometry. It simplifies the 3D (tri-dimensional)
structure of the two chains of the dimer into two sequences of structural letters, where each structural
letter corresponds to the geometry of a 4-Cα fragments. The two obtained structural-letter sequences are
compared to locate asymmetric positions defined as positions exhibiting different local conformations,
i.e., structural letters. These positions were colored in red in the structural-letter sequences and in the
3D structure of the unbound PR2.

Then, we explored if some structural letters are specific to asymStruct positions. Figure 3a presents
the distribution of structural letters at asymStruct and noAsymStruct positions and shows that most
structural letters are observed both at asymStruct and noAsymStruct positions. By considering the
occurrences of each structural letter, we showed that the loop structural letter Q and the β-strand
structural letter T are more observed at asymStruct positions than noAsymStruct positions. In addition,
loop structural letters Z, B, and D are identified only at noAsymStruct positions (Figure 3a). In contrast,
loop structural letters C, O, and α-helix structural letter V are specific to asymStruct positions. This result
suggests that some asymStruct positions could exhibit particular conformations not observed at
noAsymStruct positions, that could indicate particular deformation process. This hypothesis must
be confirmed with more data.
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(a)	  

  a A V W Z B E U F

asymStruct 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 

NoAsymStruct 0 2 0 2 2 4 2 6 6 

Occurrence 0 4 1 3 2 4 3 7 8 

  I D Q R C H O J S

asymStruct 1 0 4 3 1 1 1 2 5 

NoAsymStruct 6 2 2 2 0 2 0 4 6 

Occurrence 7 2 6 5 1 3 1 6 11 

  Y P K G X T M N L

asymStruct 2 2 3 1 4 7 9 5 9 

NoAsymStruct 4 8 6 4 14 6 10 12 12 

Occurrence 6 10 9 5 18 13 19 17 21 

(b)	  

Figure 3. Dependence between structural letters and structural asymmetry. (a) Occurrences of the
27 structural letters in asymStruct and noAsymStruct of the unbound PR2 structure. (b) Occurrences of
the couples of structural letters extracted for a position in chains A and B. The color of each square
indicates the occurrences of each couple. The darker is the blue, the more the couple is observed.
Structural letters were colored according to the secondary structures they described: α-helix structural
letters are colored in red, β-strand structural letters in green, and loop structural letters in purple.
Numbers, when indicated, indicate the occurrences of structural-letter couples at asymStruct positions
putatively induced by crystallization.

Finally, we analyzed if some deformations are recurrent in the unbound PR2. To do so, we counted
the couple of structural letters observed in chains A and B at each asymStruct position. From the
34 asymStruct positions, we extracted 21 different couples of structural letters (Figure 3b). Most of them
(71%) are observed at only one asymStruct position and six are recurrent. For example, the structural
couple L-M were found at five asymStruct positions, indicating that five positions have the structural
letter L in a chain and the structural letter M in the other (Figure 3b). In addition, most structural
changes between chains A and B occur between close structural letters without secondary-structure
change; only three couples correspond to structural letters specific to different secondary structures:
L-P (1), M-P (1), L-K (2). This indicates that most structural deformations between the two chains in the
unbound PR2 are of weak magnitude.

2.1.2. Asymmetry in Terms of Accessibility in PR2

Detecting surface exposed and buried residues based on their ASA values helps to better
understand the role of residues in the protein structural integrity [25,26]. Exposed residues are
often involved in interactions with partners, while buried residues is important for the structural
stability [20]. We compared the accessibility of each residue in both unbound PR2 chains by comparing
ASA values of each Cα in the two chains. Cα ASA values were computed using NACCESS program and
presented in Figure A1. The two PR2 chains have the same average ASA value (t-test p-value = 0.95)
that indicates that the unbound PR2 structure does not exhibit global accessibility asymmetry.

To analyze the local accessibility asymmetry, we computed the difference between the ASA value
of each residue in chains A and B, noted δ(ASA)A−B (Figure 4a). A total of 56 positions present
δ(ASA)A−B values different to 0 Å2. We defined accessibility asymmetric positions as positions having
a |δ(ASA)A−B| higher than 1 Å2. Using this definition, 31 positions were characterized as accessibility
asymmetric positions and noted asymASA positions, and 68 positions as non-accessibility asymmetric,
noted noAsymASA. Seven positions present a large |δ(ASA)A−B|, higher than 5 Å2 (Figure 4). The 31
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asymASA positions are located all along the sequence (Figure 4b). Like the structural asymmetry,
accessibility asymmetry occurs in loop regions as well as in regular secondary structures (Figure 4b).
In addition, we noted that asymASA positions have significant higher ASA values than noAsymASA

positions (t-test p-value = 9e−10), indicating that asymASA positions correspond to exposed residues.

(b)

(c) (d)

(a)

Figure 4. Localization of accessibility and flexibility asymmetry in PR2. (a,b) Localization of asymASA

positions. (a) δ(ASA)A−B values for each PR2 position. Magenta lines correspond to the δ(ASA)A−B

cut-off values used to define asymASA positions. (b) Representation of the structure of the unbound PR2
in cartoon mode. asymASA positions are colored in magenta. (c,d) Localization of asymB f actor positions.
(c) δ(B f actor)A−B values for each PR2 position. Green lines correspond to the δ(B f actor)A−B cut-off
values used to define asymB f actor positions. (d) Representation of the structure of the unbound PR2 in
cartoon mode. asymB f actor positions are colored in green.
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2.1.3. Asymmetry in Terms of Flexibility in PR2

To better understand the flexible mechanisms of PR2, we analyzed the flexibility asymmetry of
the unbound PR2. Indeed, it has been shown that the intrinsic flexibility of PR2 is crucial for ligand
binding (substrates and PIs) and its activity [22,27] and could have a role in ligand specificity [22].
In addition, previous studies showed that local asymmetry intrinsically influence the target structure
to adopt different conformations [28,29], particularly in PR1 [12]. The flexibility of each residue in
the two chains of the unbound PR2 structure was measured using the B-factor values of all Cα atoms
(Figure A2). Chain A presents a higher average value of B-factor than chain B (t-test p-value < 10−4),
indicating that chain A of unbound PR2 is more flexible than chain B. This agrees with the higher
flexibility of chain A previously detected in the PR2 structure complexed with inhibitors [16].

Then, we compared the flexibility of each residue in both chains by computing the difference of
B-factor value between the two chains, noted δ(B f actor)A−B, for all Cα atoms (Figure 4c). All positions
have different B-factor values in the two chains, i.e., |δ(B f actor)A−B| 6= 0 Å2. A total of 44 positions
have a |δ(B f actor)A−B| value higher than 10 Å2 and were defined as flexibility asymmetric positions,
noted asymB f actor, while the 55 remaining positions were characterized as non-flexibility asymmetric
and noted noAsymB f actor (Figure 4c). asymB f actor positions are mainly located in the elbow region,
in the two β-strands of the flap region, and in the loop of the cantilever and fulcrum regions (Figure 4d).
In addition, asymB f actor positions correspond to higher flexible positions than noAsymB f actor positions,
i.e., asymB f actor positions exhibit significant larger B-factor values than noAsymB f actor positions (t-test
p-value < 10−09).

2.2. Link between the Three Asymmetry Types

Although the two PR2 chains present the same amino-acid sequence, we identified asymmetric
positions in the unbound structure that exhibit different local conformations, ASA, and flexibility in
the two PR2 chains. To explore the link between these three asymmetries, we studied these three
asymmetries together using a multiple correspondence analysis (MCA). MCA allowed analyzing the
pattern of relationships among the positions according to their asymmetries, see Material & Methods.
Figure 5a presents the projection of the 96 PR2 positions and the six asymmetry values onto the two first
MCA components. The proportion of total variance accounted for the two first components is at 75%.
The first MCA component, explaining the larger part of variability, separates positions according to
their asymmetric status and the second component separates positions according to their accessibility
asymmetry (Figure 5a). The MCA map highlights a link between the structural and flexibility
asymmetries. This is confirmed by the fact that asymStruct positions have a higher δ(B− f actor)A−B

than noAsymStruct positions (t-test p value < 0.008). We also showed that the asymStruct positions that
are also flexibility asymmetric are overrepresented (χ2 p-value = 0.02). In contrast, no link between
accessibility and structural asymmetries or between accessibility and flexibility asymmetries was
observed. Structurally asymStruct and noAsymStruct positions exhibit similar δ(ASA)A−B ASA value
(t-test p-value = 0.54) as well as asymB f actor and noAsymB f actor positions (t-test p-value = 0.11).

The MCA map highlights eight position clusters that group PR2 positions exhibiting same
asymmetries. The composition of each group and their asymmetric profile are presented in Figure 5b.
Cluster 3, the largest cluster, groups 34 positions that exhibit no asymmetry. These positions are in the
fulcrum, catalytic, wall, α-helix, and Cter regions and in the end of the cantilever region. 32% of these
residues (11) are in the PR2 pocket, suggesting that the conserved conformations of these residues are
important for ligand binding and PR activity. In our previous study of the PR2 asymmetry using 18
PR2-ligand complexes, we demonstrated that residues 14, 15, 75, 86, 93, 96 are structurally asymmetric
in most PR2 structures [18]. Thus, these positions are not structurally asymmetric in the unbound PR2,
but they become structurally asymmetric when the PR2 is complexed with a ligand. This highlights that
ligand binding induces structural backbone deformation at these positions that causes the structural
asymmetry observed at these positions in PR2 complexes. However, these residues are not located in
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the PR2 ligand-binding pocket (data not shown). Thus, the structural deformation observed at these
positions could result from long-range effects of ligand binding.

  

Position
group

Group
size

Positions Structural
asymmetry

Accessibility
asymmetry

Flexibility
asymmetry

1 15 1, 2, 19, 33, 34, 44, 46, 53, 56, 58, 60, 61, 67,
70, 76

2 5 3, 4, 49, 51, 92 

3 34 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 72, 74, 75, 84, 85, 86,
87, 89, 90, 93, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99 

4 8 6, 21, 22, 50, 64, 65, 79, 83

5 8 7, 9, 20, 62, 71, 73, 82, 88 

6 8 17, 35, 41, 45, 68, 78, 81, 94

7 10 18, 36, 37, 38, 39, 42, 43, 48, 52, 69

8 11 40, 47, 54, 55, 57, 59, 63, 66, 77, 80, 91

(a) (b)

  1: packing positions
44: positions detecting as asymStruct in one 1HSI

mini
 structure

34: positions detecting as asymStruct in two 1HSI
mini

 structures

  8: positions detecting as asymStruct in three 1HSI
mini

 structures

51: positions detecting as asymStruct in all four 1HSI
mini

 structures

asymASA

noAsymBfactor

noAsymStruct

noAsymASA asymBfactor

asymStruct

s

Figure 5. Relationship between the three asymmetry types. (a) Projection of the PR2 positions and the
values of the three variables describing PR2 asymmetries into the first MCA plane explaining 75% of
the data variability. Asymmetry values are symbolized in red triangle. Green points represent a set of
PR2 positions exhibiting the same asymmetric behavior, named position clusters. (b) Composition and
description of the eight position clusters deducted from the MCA first plane. Each position was also
described according to its involvement in crystal packing and to the number of 1HSImini structures
where it was detected as structurally asymmetric.

Cluster 7 groups positions that present the three asymmetries and cluster 8 contains positions
that are structurally and flexibility asymmetric in the same time. These positions correspond to
flexible positions (high B-factor values, Figure A2) and are mainly located in the elbow and flap
regions. This result suggests that the large PR2 flexibility could induce the structural asymmetry of
these positions.

Clusters 1 and 6 residues correspond to residues that are flexibility asymmetric but not structurally
asymmetric. These positions are mainly located in the flap and cantilever regions. It is not expected
that flexibility changes will not be accompanied with structural change. Thus, one hypothesis is that
HMM-SA tool could not be precise enough to capture these weak structural changes.

Clusters 4 and 2 group positions having structural asymmetry but not flexibility asymmetric.
These positions are in the dimer, flap, fulcrum, and cantilever regions. Except the three positions
located in flap, these positions are weakly flexible (B-factor value < 30, Figure A2). Thus, the structural
variability observed at these positions do not seem to be linked to the intrinsic flexibility but could be
mostly explained by PR2 dimerization or crystal packing.

2.3. Link between Asymmetry and Crystal Packing

As the 1HSI structure is a crystallographic structure, a part of the detected structural asymmetry
could be induced by crystal packing and correspond to artefacts of crystallization as suggested
by several studies focusing on the analysis of PR2 in complex with inhibitors [14,16,17]. To locate
such non-biologically relevant structural asymmetry, we identified Cα atoms putatively involved in
crystal packing contacts, i.e., Cα atoms located at less than 4.5 Å of the generated symmetric mates,
see Material & Methods. In the unbound PR2 structure, nine positions have their Cα atoms putatively
involved in crystal packing, named packing positions (Figure 5b). Five of these positions (3, 4, 18, 39,
and 55) correspond to asymStruct and asymB f actor positions, suggesting that the crystal packing could
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induce structural changes accompanied with flexibility changes. This result confirms the suggested
link between crystal packing and asymmetry of Nter region and region 37–41 detected in the PR2 in
complex with U92163 and U75875 molecules, respectively [14].

Three packing positions (5, 16, and 17) exhibit no structural asymmetry indicating that the crystal
packing occurring at these positions has non-impact on their local conformation, ASA, and flexibility
of these residues. These results must be taken with caution as the structural letter observed in the two
chains at positions 16 and 17 is F. This structural letter, specific of loop region, is associated with a
large variability (RMSD between 4-Cα fragments corresponding to this letter is of 0.91 Å [19]) and
could correspond to different conformations.

To pursue the analysis, we located structural asymmetric positions in four minimized structures
of 1HSI, noted 1HSImini structures, (Figures 5b and A3). The energetic minimization enabled removing
crystal packing and contacts with no biological relevance in the PR2 dimer and was performed using
GROMACS [30], see Material & Methods. The four minimized structures exhibit a larger global
structural asymmetry with an average Cα-RMSD of 0.43 Å than the 1HSI structure (Table 1). However,
in terms of local structural asymmetry, the four 1HSImini structures exhibit less asymStruct positions
than 1HSI structure (Table 1). This suggests that there are less structural changes between the two
chains in the 1HSImini structures than in the 1HSI structure but they have higher magnitude.

Table 1. Quantification of the structural asymmetry in 1HSI and in the four 1HSImini structures.
Cα-RMSD corresponds to the RMSD computed between the two monomers of one dimer.

Structures 1HSI 1HSImini1 1HSImini2 1HSImini3 1HSImini4

Cα-RMSD (Å) 0.386 0.429 0.454 0.431 0.416
Number of asymStruct positions 34 25 30 27 28

The comparison of localization of asymStruct positions in 1HSI and 1HSImini structures highlighted
14 positions that are asymStruct in 1HSI structure and noAsymStruct in all four 1HSImini structures
(Figure 5). Only two of these positions (3 and 18) are previously highlighted as asymStruct positions
corresponding to packing positions. This result reinforces that the structural asymmetry observed at
positions 3 and 18 correspond to crystallographic artefacts. In contrast, the link between structural
asymmetry at residues 4, 39, and 55 has not been confirmed by these results on the unbound PR2
structure, while it was observed in PR2 complexed with ligands [14]. Thus, either the structural
asymmetry of these positions is not entirely involved by crystal packing or the method used for the
energetic minimization was not adapted to remove all irrelevant contacts.

The 12 remaining positions being asymStruct in 1HSI structure and noAsymStruct in all four 1HSImini

structures do not correspond to packing positions (Figure 5). This suggests that their structural
asymmetry is not directly induced by interactions with symmetric mates. Surprisingly, most of
these positions are located at the beginning or the end of regular secondary structures (Figure A4).
Their structural asymmetry could result from indirect effect of crystal packing. For example,
asymmetric residues 59, 63, and 36 are located at less 5 Å of packing residues 39, 16, and 18, respectively.
Thus, we suppose the structural asymmetry of these residues is induced by crystallization through
direct and indirect effects. It is interesting to explore if such structural deformations observed at
these asymStruct putatively induced by crystallization are different to other deformations. To do
so, we analyzed the occurrences of structural-letter couples observed in both chains at asymStruct

positions putatively induced by crystal packing (Figure 3b). Four structural-letter couples (X-T, X-N,
X-S, and V-A) are observed only at asymStruct positions putatively induced by crystallization that
suggests that crystal packing is responsible for these particular deformations. This indicates that the
crystallization method could produce particular local conformations as it was previously observed for
nuclear magnetic resonance method [31]. However, as these couples were weakly observed, this result
must be taken with caution.
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Surprisingly, the comparison between structural asymmetry in 1HSI and 1HSImini structures
shows that seven positions are noAsymStruct in 1HSI structure and asymStruct in the four 1HSImini

structures. This suggests that this asymmetry is specific to minimized structures. Six of these positions
defined two regions of the cantilever and fulcrum regions, that corresponds to the end of a β-strand
and the beginning of a loop (Figure A4). Five of them belong to position cluster 3 grouping positions
exhibiting no asymmetry and the two others belong to cluster 5 grouping residues exhibiting only
accessibility asymmetry (Figure 5). This suggests that the non-structural asymmetry of these positions
in the 1HSI structure can be a crystallization artefact.

Interestingly, thirteen positions are very specific; they are asymStruct in the 1HSI structure and in
all four 1HSImini structures. Seven of these positions (37, 40, 42, 48, 50, 51, and 64) were detected as
overrepresented structurally asymmetric positions in a set of 19 PR2 structures [18], highlighting a
conservation of this structural asymmetry across the 19 PR2 structures and the 1HSImini structures.
Thus, the structural asymmetry of these thirteen positions should not be linked to crystal packing but
to intrinsic properties of the 1HSI structure. Three of them (residues 4, 50, and 51) belong to the PR2
interface [18], suggesting that their structural asymmetry could be explained by the dimerization of
the PR2. Eight of these structural asymmetric positions are in the elbow and flap regions (positions of
clusters 7 and 8) that are important for the conformational transition from the open form to the closed
form. Thus, we conclude that the structural asymmetry of these positions is important for the large
deformations upon ligand binding.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Presentation of the Data

3.1.1. Crystallographic Structure of the Unbound PR2

In this study, we analyzed the asymmetry of PR2 target using the PDB file of the only one available
PR2 structure in unbound form (PDB code: 1HSI [23]). This structure corresponds to a homodimer
of 99 amino acids for each chain. No metal or crystallographic agent was contained in this PDB file.
To study the PR2 structure, eight structural and functional regions were considered as previously
described in [32]: the dimerization (1-5 + 96-99), fulcrum (10–23), catalytic (24–30), elbow (37–42),
flap (43–58), cantilever (59–75), wall (80–83), and α-helix (87–95) regions.

3.1.2. Generation of the Energetic-Minimized Structures of the Unbound PR2

To remove bad contacts in the 1HSI structure we performed an energetic minimization of the
1HSI structure. The monoprotonated state was assigned to the oxygen atom OD2 of Asp25’ in chain B
of 1HSI structure using the PROPKA software [33]. 1HSI protein and water molecules were described
using the force field AMBER ff99SB21 [34]. The system was solvated with a TIP3P water model with
a truncated octahedron box with a 12.0 Å distance from the box edge. The energy minimization
was carried out using GROMACS [30] and a conjugate gradient minimization of 2000 steps and a
maximal force of 100 kJ mol−1. The Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method was adopted to consider
the long-range electrostatic interactions [35,36]. A cut-off distance of 10.0 Å was used to treat the
long-range electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. This procedure was run four times and results
in four minimized structures of 1HSI, noted 1HSImini structures.

3.2. Detection of Asymmetry in PR2 Structures

In this study, we focused on three asymmetries in PR2: (i) the structural asymmetry, (ii) the
accessibility asymmetry, and (iii) the flexibility asymmetry. All these asymmetries are defined below.
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3.2.1. Structural Asymmetry

Two approaches were used to quantify the structural asymmetry in the unbound PR2 structure.
Firstly, we used the classical approach consisting of comparing the global conformation of both
chains of the dimer by computing the Cα-RMSD between the two superimposed PR2 chains [14,16,17].
The superimposition of the two PR2 chains of 1HSI structure and the computation of the Cα-RMSD
were performed using PyMoL software [37].

The second approach corresponds to the method that we have recently elaborated to study the link
between the structural asymmetry in a set of 19 PR2 structures and the PR2 capacity to bind various
ligands [18]. This method compares the local conformations of each position in the two chains of a
dimer using the structural alphabet HMM-SA [19]. HMM-SA is a library of 27 structural prototypes of
four residues, called structural letters. It was obtained after a classification of overlapping four-Cα

fragments using the hidden Markov model based on the fragment geometry [19,24]. Among the
27 structural letters of HMM-SA, 4 describe helices, 5 describe β-strands, and 18 describe loops.
Two loop structural letters have a large variability (RMSD between all fragments corresponding to these
letters is higher than 0.5 Å [19]) that indicates that they are less accurate than others. In this approach,
HMM-SA was used to simplify the 3D structure of the two chains of the dimer into two sequences of
structural letters. Each structural letter describes the local geometry of each four-Cα fragment (i− 2,
i− 1, i, and i + 1) and is assigned to the third residue (i) of the four-Cα fragment. Asymmetric positions
were located after comparing the structural-letter sequences of the two dimer chains. They were
defined as positions exhibiting different structural letters—i.e., local structures—between the two
monomers A and B. The advantage of HMM-SA-based method is that it does not require angle
or distance computation and monomer superposition but consists in a simple comparison of letter
sequences of two monomers. We used this approach to extract structurally asymmetric positions in
the crystallographic structure (1HSI) and in the four minimized structures (1HSImini of the unbound
PR2). From this data, we defined a categorical variable, named Structasym, that defines for each PR2
residue its structural asymmetry behavior. It takes two values: asymStruct for structurally asymmetric
positions and noAsymStruct for non-structurally asymmetric positions.

3.2.2. Accessibility Asymmetry

Accessibility asymmetric positions correspond to positions exhibiting different ASA values in the
two PR2 chains. The ASA value is the area of the surface swept out by the center of a probe sphere
rolling over a molecule (atoms are spheres of varying radii) [38]. The ASA values of all atoms of
1HSI structure were computed using NACCESS software and a probe radius of 1.4 Å [38]. For each
position of 1HSI, we computed the difference between the ASA values of the corresponding Cα atom
in chains A and B, noted δ(ASA)A−B value. Accessibility asymmetric positions were defined as
positions having a |δ(ASA)A−B| value higher than 1 Å2. These data defined a categorical variable,
named ASAasym, which contains asymASA for accessibility asymmetric positions and noAsymASA for
non-accessibility asymmetric positions.

3.2.3. Flexibility Asymmetry

Flexibility asymmetric positions were defined as positions having different flexibility in the
two 1HSI chains. The flexibility of each position was quantified using the B-factor value of the
corresponding Cα atoms. The B-factor value of an atom indicates the degree of isotropic smearing of
its electron density around its center. Thus, the atom B-factor values reflect the relative vibrational
motion of the different parts of the structure [21,39]. Atoms with low B-factors are in well-ordered
and rigid part of the structure, while atoms with large B-factors generally are in to highly flexible
part. The B-factor values of PR2 atoms of 1HSI structures were extracted from the PDB file. For each
position, we computed the difference between B-factor values of corresponding Cα atoms in chains A
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and B, noted δ(B f actor)A−B values. Flexibility asymmetric positions were defined as positions having a
|δ(B f actor)A−B| value higher than 10 Å2. These data defined a categorical variable, named B f actorasym,
which contains asymB f actor for flexibility asymmetric positions and noAsymB f actor for non-flexibility
asymmetric positions.

3.3. Analysis of the Link between the Three Asymmetry

Each position was characterized using three categorical variables (i) Structasym, taken two
values (asymStruct and noAsymStruct), (ii) ASAasym, taken two values (asymASA and noAsymASA),
and (iii) B f actorasym taken two values (asymB f actor and noAsymB f actor). From the matrix containing the
values of these three variables for the 96 positions (3–98), we computed an MCA. MCA is a descriptive
technique dedicated to analyzing multiway tables in which a set of individuals (here PR2 positions)
are described by a set of categorical variables (here the three asymmetry types). It allows analyzing the
pattern of relationships among the categorical dependent variables using the inertia criterion with the
chi-square metric [40]. MCA results was then plotted in a map where nearby points corresponded to
PR2 positions that are similar regarding how they exhibit the same asymmetries. The MCA of the 196
positions described with the three binary variables were computed using the FactoMineR package of R
software [41].

3.4. Detection of Positions Putatively Involved in Crystal Packing

PR2 residues putatively involved in crystal packing were determined from the crystal structure
of the unbound PR2. Hereafter, the molecule contained in the asymmetric unit of this structure is
referred to as “reference molecule”. We then generated the “symmetry mate molecules” of the reference
molecule by symmetry operations using 4 Å distance cut-off. This step is based on the CRYST1 record of
the 1HSI PDB file that presents the unit cell parameters, space group, and Z value. Cα atoms involved
in crystal packing were extracted using the protocol presented in [42] and PyMoL software [37].
They are defined as reference Cα-atoms being in intermolecular contacts with at least one symmetric
mate atoms, i.e., situated at less than 4.0 Å to at least one symmetric mate. This cut-off of 4.0 Å was set
to be a value longer than typical interactions: hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we presented an in silico protocol to characterize the asymmetry of the unbound
PR2, an important target for antiretroviral therapy of HIV-2 infection. This protocol is based on
the comparison of the local conformations, ASA, and flexibility of each residue in both PR2 chains
and on the comparison of asymmetry in crystallographic and minimized structures of the unbound
PR2. Our results reveal that the unbound PR2 structure exhibits the three types of asymmetry
(structural, accessibility, and flexibility) despite having two chains with identical same amino-acid
sequence. The analysis of the structural asymmetry showed that some structurally asymmetric
positions could correspond to crystallization artefacts. Our results also provide evidence that the
non-artefactual asymmetry is an intrinsic property of the unbound PR2 and could be explained by
the PR2 dimerization. This latter asymmetry could be important for the large deformation of the PR2
upon ligand binding. Our result also identified positions that are not asymmetric in the unbound
PR2 structure but previously detected as asymmetric in PR2 complexed with various ligands [18].
These positions could be important for the PR2 adaptation during ligand recognition and binding.
In addition, some of these positions are located outside of catalytic site. This suggests that the
binding of a ligand in the catalytic site induce structural changes outside of this site. It is known
that the substrate binding in the catalytic site of a semi-open conformation of the PR involves the
flap closure onto the substrate that allows its catalytic hydrolyzing. Thus, avoiding the flap closure
could be a pertinent approach to develop new inhibitor against PR. A new pocket, named “eye”
pocket, was previously identified in flap region and corresponds to an allosteric site [43]. It has been
shown that two ligands (5NI [44] and NIT (nitro-containing compound [45])) bind this eye pocket
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and induce the inhibition of the PR1 with a mechanism other than competing for the active site [45].
Langevin dynamics simulations of the NIT-PR1 complex showed that the 5NI-binding in the eye
pocket favors a semi-open conformation of PR1 that could directly modify the catalytic process. Thus,
find new allosteric inhibitors of PR2 could be an alternative way to find new PIs effective against PR2.
Previous results showed that PR1 and PR2 do not exhibit the same structural asymmetry [18] and
that the binding of DRV and APV, two competitive inhibitors of the PR substrate, do not produce the
same flap move in these two targets [22]. These results suggest that PR1 and PR2 could have different
allosteric pathways. Thus, it would be interesting to study the allosteric inhibition mode for the PR2,
particularly the fixation of inhibitors in the eye pocket of PR2.

To conclude our study is the first characterization of the asymmetry of the unbound PR2 with
three levels of protein description. It provides a precise characterization of these asymmetries and
new insights on the PR2 deformation upon ligand binding. In a next step, it would be interesting
to analyze the PR2 asymmetry during molecular dynamics simulations of the PR2 complexed with
competitive and non-competitive inhibitors to study more precisely the link between asymmetry
and PR2 deformation upon ligand binding and the role of the asymmetry in ligand recognition
and in allosteric pathway. All these data will provide a precise understanding of PR2 ligand
binding, a necessary step before developing the new specific PR2 inhibitors required for infected
patients treatments.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AIDS acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
ASA accessibility surface area
Cα-RMSD root mean square deviation computed on Carbons α

HIV-1 human Immunodeficiency virus of type 1
HIV-2 human Immunodeficiency virus of type 2
HMM-SA hidden Markov model - structural alphabet
PR protease
PR1 HIV-1 protease
PR2 HIV-2 protease
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Appendix A. Accessibility of Each Residue

Figure A1. ASA value for each position in chains A and B of the unbound PR2.

Appendix B. Flexibility of Each Residue

Figure A2. B-factor value for each position in chains A and B of the unbound PR2.
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Appendix C. Structural-Letter Sequences of 1HSI and 1HSImini Structures

1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91

a
A
V
W
Z
B
C
D
E
O
S
R
Q
I
F
U
P
H
G
Y
J
K
L
N
M
T
X1HSI_A

1HSI_B

1HSImini1_A

1HSImini1_B

1HSImini2_A

1HSImini2_B

1HSImini3_A

1HSImini3_B

1HSImini4_A

1HSImini4_B

Figure A3. The 8 chains are shown in rows and the 99 positions are shown in columns and colored
according to the 27 structural letters [19]. [a, A, V, W] structural letters primarily found in the α-helix
are colored in red, and [L, M, N, T, X] structural letters primarily found in the β-strand are colored in
green, other structural letters correspond to loop.

Appendix D. Comparison of the Structural Asymmetry in 1HSI and 1HSImini Structures

Figure A4. Structure of the unbound PR2 in cartoon mode. Residues colored in brown correspond
to residue that are asymStruct in 1HSI structure and noAsymStruct in the four 1HSImini structures.
Residues colored in blue correspond to residue that are noAsymStruct in 1HSI structure and asymStruct

in the four 1HSImini structures. Residues colored in yellow correspond to residue that are asymStruct in
1HSI and in the four 1HSImini structures.
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